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CHARACTER VALUES AT INVOLUTIONS

P. X. GALLAGHER

(Communicated by Ronald M. Solomon)

Abstract. If x\ > Xi > Xi are irreducible characters of a finite group G satis-

fying JGX\X2X3 ¥" 0 and a is an involution in G, then the proportions of

- l's among the eigenvalues of the corresponding representations at a are the

sides of a triangle on a sphere of circumference 2.

For an involution a of a finite group G and an irreducible complex repre-

sentation R of G, denote by q the proportion of —l's among the eigenvalues
of R(a). The objects of this note are to prove the bounds

(1) -r < Q < 1 - j-,    unless q = 0 or 1,

where h is the index of the centralizer C of a, and then, refining (1), to prove

"spherical triangle" inequalities

(2) qi + Qj + 9k<2,       cn<Qj + Qk,    etc.,

for each triple R,, R,, Rk for which

(3) Ri®Rj®Rk\G

contains the principal representation. Finally, we show the equivalence of:

(a) q=l-\ (or ±);
(b) R is induced by the unique irreducible representation S in R|C whose

restriction to (a) is a multiple of the principal (nonprincipal) representation;

and
(c) there is equality in one of the first two (last two) inequalities in (2) with

Ri = R and all Rj, Rk satisfying (3).

Proof of (I). Let R represent G on a space V of dimension / with character

X . Let T be one of the two irreducible representations of (a), and let Vj be

the T-isotypic subspace of V. If VT ± 0, then V = Stgg7^7" smce -R 1S
irreducible. Since xVj = Vt* depends only on r mod C, it follows that

(4) V=    ]T   rVT,
x mod C
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so f < he where e is the dimension of VT. Since e = (1 - q)f or qf
according as T is principal or not, the inequalities in (1) follow from hypotheses

Vt # 0 in the two cases.

Proof, (a) <=> (b). By the above argument, q = 1 - £ (or £) is equivalent to a

direct sum in (4) with T principal (or nonprincipal). Let S be the representa-

tion of C on VT . A direct sum in (4) means that R is induced by S, which

must then be the unique irreducible representation in R|C whose restriction to

(a) is a multiple of T. Conversely, if R is induced by such an S, then

X(o) = ±e*(f-e) = ?f(l-l\ ,

giving

-K-^)-l(«i)
for T principal (or nonprincipal).

Proof. (3) =*• (2). Put

(5) P = I Rt ®Rj®Rk,       c = cijk = / XiXjXk,
Jg Jg

and for irreducible representations Tj, Tj, Tk of (a) put

(6) P' = I     I    I   (y/i ® y/j ® y/k)(Ri ® Rj ® Rk),
J {a} J {a) J {a)

where the y/ 's are the characters of the T 's. Relative to a GxGxG invariant
positive definite Hermitian form on V ® Vj ® Vk , P and P' are self adjoint

idempotents, the orthogonal projections of Vi ® Vj ® Vk onto the subspace of

C7-invariants and the subspace (Vt)Ti. ® (Vj)Tj. ® (Vk)Tk respectively. It follows

that

(7) tr(P'P) = tT((P'P)(P'PY) > 0.

From (5) and (6), tr(P'P) is

/     /     /    Wi(Oi)¥j(Oj)Wk{ok) / Xi(oix)xj(aj-c)Xk(Ok^)-
J (a) J{a) J {a) JG

According as a,, a,, ok are the same (1,1,1 or a, a, a) or not, e.g., with

Oi ̂  cT, = ok , the inner integral is c or, e.g., cxi(c)/ f . Choosing Tj, Tj, Tk
all principal or only T1, principal gives

(8) tT{P'P) = c1(l+m±xM±xjp.).
4 V /; Jj Jk    J

Assuming c ^ 0, which is (3), the first two inequalities in (2) follow from (7)

and (8) using x(a)l f = 1   2-Q • The last two inequalities in (2) follow similarly.

Proof.  (3) => (2) implies (1) and (a) <& (c). From the orthogonality relations it
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follows that

zZcUkfjfk = \G\fi,
j,k

zZcUkXJ(o)/fj = \C\fi,
j,k

zZc'JkXj((^)Xk(o) = \C\Xi(o)-
j,k

In terms of aiik = Cijkfjfk/f and Xj = Xi(a)lfi > these equations are

lZ a'Jk = \G\>        zZ aiJkXJ = lCl'        zZ aUkxixk = \C\Xi.
j.k j,k j,k

Using atjk > 0 and 1 ± x, > \xj ± xk\ for a^ ^ 0, it follows that

(1 ±Xi)2\G\ >J£aUk(xJ±xk)2 = 2(1 ±Xi)\C\,

j,k

which implies 1 ± xt > \ for x, ^ =f 1, which is (1) again. It also follows

that (a) is equivalent to 1 ± jc, = \Xj ± xk\ for all ;', k with aijk ^ 0, i.e., for

+ to equality in the first or second of the inequalities in (2) for all j, k with

Cjjk ̂  0, and for - to equality in the third or fourth of the inequalities in (2)

for all j, k with cijk ̂  0.
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